
 
 

 

 

Summary of the  

principles for the creation of the  

Statute of the Scientific Worker 

and future application in the new law of the Researchers Career 

 
 

Introduction 

During October and November 2014, ANICT organized public discussions regarding the 

creation of a statute for the scientific worker and its implementation on the upcoming Researchers 

Career Law restructuring. The timing for this discussion was related with two factors: (1) the 

intention of the government to change the current researcher career law and (2) the recently 

released Portugal 2020 agreement. ANICT believes that these two factors should be used to 

foster the migration of fellowships to work contracts, for all scientific workers (non-students). 

The full version of this document (in Portuguese only) can be found at www.anict.pt.  

 

Researchers landscape in Portugal 

Most researchers, in Portugal, are recruited with fellowships. One main problem that needs to 

be addressed is the inclusion of non-students (currently BPD and BI’s) as proper scientific workers. 

Therefore, research fellowships should be converted into work contracts. This has special relevance 

when the researchers are hired in the scope of scientific projects. Another important problem is the 

lack of career perspectives for the new generation of researchers. Recent government programs, 

such as the Ciência initiative, were not able to solve this problem. ANICT initiative aimed to solve 

all these issues. 

 

When ANICT members were asked about the needs of the Portuguese Scientific Community, 

regarding human resources, it was concluded that: 

 There should be permanent and temporary research contracts; 

 There should be positions for research technicians (PhD or non-PhD), group member 

researchers (PhD or non-PhD) and group leaders (PhD). 

 

With this in mind, ANICT proposed the creation of the following researcher categories: 

Researcher 

category (in 

Portuguese) 

Basic requirement Main research duties Current situation Permanent or 

Temporary  

 Group member 

Técnico de 

Investigação 

Holds a MSc To execute the scientific tasks 

proposed by the group or 

BTI; BI Temporary or 

Permanent 
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research center leader 

Assistente de 

Investigação 

Holds a MSc To execute the scientific tasks 

proposed by the group leader 

BI Temporary 

Investigador pós-

doutorado 

Holds a PhD To execute and to discuss the 

scientific tasks proposed by the 

group leader (primary 

investigator of the project) 

BPD Temporary or 

Permanent 

 Group leader  

Investigador 

Auxiliar 

Holds a PhD and has at least 

3 years of post-doctoral 

experience 

To plan, execute, discuss 

research tasks. To obtain 

research funds. To establish his 

research group. To supervise 

group member researchers 

Investigador 

Auxiliar 

Temporary or 

Permanent 

Investigador 

Principal 

Holds PhD and has at least 5 

years experience as 

Investigador Auxiliar; has 

shown scientific independence 

Manage his own independent 

research group 

Investigador 

Principal 

Permanent 

Investigador 

Coordenador 

Holds PhD and has at least 5 

years experience as 

Investigador Principal; has 

agregação 

Manage his own independent 

research group and/or research 

center 

Investigador 

Coordenador 

Permanent 

 

 

ANICT public discussion sessions 

Due to the importance of this topic, ANICT opened the discussion of this document to non-

members and organized nine public discussion sessions. With the participation of over 600 people, 

ANICT then compiled the solutions discussed. ANICT organized also an on-line survey that 

collected 414 answers. From the public discussions and from the on-line survey, most participants 

considered that: 

 a bigger budget for human resources in science will be required to allow the 

conversion of work fellowships into work contracts; 

 researcher duties should be more similar to the duties of university professors; 

 researchers should be hired with contracts that will allow automatic renewal, whenever 

the goals proposed for the previous contract are fulfilled. 

 

ANICT direction took in consideration the opinions of the participants in this survey 

and adapted the preliminary proposal of the Statute of the Scientific Worker accordingly, 

converting it into the final version. 

 

Duties of the scientific workers 

Importantly, ANICT proposes that the core tasks of the doctoral researchers will be focused 

on research duties; however, it assumes that, similarly to the current university professor law, the 



 
 
workload of researchers can shift to other tasks relevant for the mission of the institution, whenever 

the researcher has a lower core research workload. In order to adapt the current researcher’s law to 

the statue of the university professor, ANICT proposes that doctoral researcher’s secondary duties 

will include, whenever appropriate: 

 Teaching; 

 Technology transfer; 

 Scientific divulgation; 

 Research management; 

Non-doctoral researcher’s duties will reflect the current duties as fellows. 

Hiring and Evaluation procedures 

The hiring process of researchers should be strictly associated with evaluation procedures. 

ANICT proposed that researchers should be hired through up to 5-year contracts and that these 

contracts should be automatically renewed if the goals proposed for the previous contracts were 

fulfilled. Although ANICT direction is aware that this proposal can provide important challenges to 

the legislator, it is the job of the legislator to find the best possible legal solution that incorporates 

the principle of accountability for both researchers and institutions.  

 

ANICT already presented a document related to evaluation processes, that can be found 

attached to the 2012 Plan for Excellence in Research (Plano para a Excelência na Investigação”). 

 

Important final considerations  

The definition of the researcher categories, their duties and the process of recruitment aims to 

improve the perspectives of a research career. However, no straightforward solution was identified, 

in order to solve the conversion of work fellowships to research contracts. ANICT proposes that 

the Portugal 2020 agreement be used as the catalyst for this change. Taking in consideration 

that, during the public discussion and subsequent on-line survey, almost all participants, including 

representatives of the universities, agreed that it was urgent and fundamental to resolve the lack of 

contracts for research workers, ANICT appeals to all universities, FCT and MEC, to implement a 

very simple rule: all research projects funded by Portugal 2020 cannot include BTI, BI or BPD 

fellowships; these should be converted into work contracts.  

 

Finally, whenever the new law will be implemented, it is important to take in consideration 

transitory situations, such as: 

- Current BI, BPD and temporary contracts– their job situation should be allowed to continue 

until the end of the established timeline; 

- Current permanent contracts – could stay in the current law for up to 15 years (transition 

period) but should migrate to the new law whenever a promotion is in place; 

- Other workers performing research duties and not included in the current law would 

migrate to the new law as soon as it is implemented. 

 


